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A B S T R A C T

Nanomedicine has been widely studied for the diagnosis and treatment of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC). How
to synthesize a nanoplatform possessing a high synergistic therapeutic efficacy remains a challenge in this
emerging research field. In this study, a convenient all-in-one therapeutic nanoplatform (FTY720@AM/T7-TL) is
designed for HCC. This advanced nanoplatform consists of multiple functional elements, including gold-
manganese dioxide nanoparticles (AM), tetraphenylethylene (T), fingolimod (FTY720), hybrid-liposome (L),
and T7 peptides (T7). The nanoplatform is negatively charged at physiological pH and can transit to a positively
charged state once moving to acidic pH environments. The specially designed pH-responsive charge-reversal
nanocarrier prolongs the half-life of nanodrugs in blood and improves cellular uptake efficiency. The platform
achieves a sustained and controllable drug release through dual stimulus-response, with pH as the endogenous
stimulus and near-infrared as the exogenous stimulus. Furthermore, the nanoplatform realizes in situ O2 gener-
ation by catalyzing tumor over-expressed H2O2, which alleviates tumor microenvironment hypoxia and improves
photodynamic therapy. Both in vitro and in vivo studies show the prepared nanoplatform has good photothermal
conversion, cellular uptake efficiency, fluorescence/magnetic resonance imaging capabilities, and synergistic anti-
tumor effects. These results suggest that the prepared all-in-one nanoplatform has great potential for dual-modal
imaging-guided synergistic therapy of HCC.
1. Introduction

The global incidence of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is continu-
ally increasing, and its mortality rate accounts for the top five cancer-
related deaths in the world [1,2]. The poor prognosis of HCC could be
attributed to delayed diagnosis, rapid disease progression, poor surgical
resection, etc. Medical imaging examination is a key to attain an early
HCC diagnosis, as well as a thorough treatment evaluation afterwards
[3–5]. Generally single-modal imaging is hardly to meet the requirement
of complex cancer detection due to current technical limitations [6–8].
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Multi-modal imaging has received increasing attention in precision
medical diagnosis, as the combination of different imaging techniques
provides comprehensive information for diagnosis [9–11]. Nano-
materials, with high specific surface area and easily modified sites, have
been used as nanocarriers to link different types of imaging contrast
agents through adsorption, covalent or non-covalent interactions for
multi-modal imaging. These multi-modal imaging nanoplatforms have
been designed to observe the in vivo distribution and metabolism of
therapeutic agents with higher temporal and spatial resolution, faster
therapeutic response monitoring, and more precise therapeutic outcome
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predictions, when compared to single-modal contrast imaging agents
[12–16].

In recent years, nanocarriers have been widely used in the diagnosis
and treatment of cancer [17–19]. How to synthesize a nanoplatform
possessing a high synergistic therapeutic efficacy remains a challenge in
this emerging research field. Studies have showed that the
stimuli-responsive drug release function in a nanocarrier can increase the
effective drug release in lesion and improve the therapeutic effects
[20–22]. One of the most used internal stimuli, pH, has been applied to
trigger drug release in tumor region to enhance antitumor effects. When
these designed nanocarriers reached the acidic microenvironment (pH
5.0–6.5) of tumor cells, they could accelerate drug release from the
nanocarriers [23–25]. The designed nanocarriers can also respond to
external stimuli (e.g., temperature, light, and magnetic fields) to control
the effective drug release at tumor sites, thereby avoiding in vivo toxicity
caused by random drug release [26–29]. In addition, through ligand/-
biomarker/peptide modification, nanocarriers can actively target lesions
to improve antitumor therapeutic effects [30–32]. For example,
HAIYPRH (T7) peptide of transferrin receptor has been found to enhance
the anticancer effects of liposome-based drug delivery system in HCC
therapy [33–35].

A common problem with using positively charged nanocarriers is that
these nanoparticles (NPs) can be detected by the reticuloendothelial
system and rapidly removed from the blood circulation [36]. To prolong
the half-life of nanocarriers in blood and enhance their uptake, nano-
carriers can be designed with pH-responsive charge-reversal properties.
Such specially designed nanocarriers can be neutral or negatively
charged during blood circulation, followed by a conversion to positively
Scheme 1. Schematic illustration of therapeutic mechanism of FTY720@AM/T7-TL N
imaging, in situ oxygen supplement, and enhanced synergistic PDT/PTT/chemothera
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charged status once reaching the tumor site to release therapeutic agents
[37–40].

Tumor microenvironment (TME) hypoxia is another factor reducing
the efficacy of anticancer therapy [41,42]. For example, tumor cells could
be blocked in the G1 and G2 phases due to lack of oxygen and nutrients,
rendering cycle-specific chemotherapeutic drugs (e.g., trimetrexatum)
ineffective [43]. TME hypoxic may also lead to the failure of photody-
namic therapy (PDT) failure, due to the reduction of reactive oxygen
species (ROS) [44–47]. Numerous studies on nanomaterial therapy have
shown that TME hypoxia can be alleviated by increasing the oxygen
content at the tumor site to enhance antitumor effects [48–52].

In the present study, a dual-modal imaging guided nanocarrier has
been innovatively designed as an all-in-one nanoplatform, namely
FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs. The prepared nanoplatform could modulate
TME through in situ oxygen production, release the therapeutic agents in
the response to endogenous (pH) and exogenous (near-infrared, NIR)
trigger, and achieve enhanced synergistic effects of chemotherapy/PDT/
Photothermal therapy (PTT) through the guidance of fluorescence/
magnetic resonance (MR) imaging in real time. As illustrated in Scheme
1, we designed a hybrid-liposome system (L) with charge-reversal,
thermosensitive, pH-sensitive, and tumor-targeting properties, to
improve tumor specificity and cellular uptake. The prepared gold-
manganese dioxide (Au–MnO2) NPs were served as photosensitizer,
photothermal agent, peroxidase-like catalyst, and T1 MRI agent. Tetra-
phenylethylene (TPE) with aggregation-induced emission imaging (AIE)
properties were served as fluorescence imaging agent. Fingolimod
(FTY720) was used as a chemotherapeutic agent [53–55]. These func-
tional elements were encapsulated in the inner core of hybrid-liposome
Ps nanoplatform: dual stimuli-responsive drug release, fluorescence/MRI-modal
py.
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via a hydration film method. Then, T7 peptides (T7) were connected to
the maleimide group on DSPE PEG maleimide (DSPE-PEG-Mal) via a
coupling reaction, providing tumor targeting effects for the prepared
all-in-one nanoplatform system.

Through the peroxidase-like activity of Au–MnO2 NPs, FTY720@AM/
T7-TL NPs could in situ catalyze H2O2 in tumor cells to generate oxygen,
enhancing the effect of PDT therapy. The photothermal conversion of
Au–MnO2 NPs induced by NIR could be directly used for PTT. The high
temperature produced by PTT further promoted the generation of ROS
and accelerated the release of FTY720. This series of chain reactions
could effectively enhance the synergistic effects of PTT, PDT and
chemotherapy, forming multi-hit on tumors. Furthermore, MnO2 nano-
sheets coating of Au–MnO2 NPs produced more Mn2þ ions in the TME. A
dual fluorescence/MR imaging-model could be obtained using the
released TPE and Mn2þ. Prospectively, the prepared all-in-one nano-
platform (FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs) would provide a new strategy for
diagnostic and therapeutic applications in HCC therapy.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials

All chemicals and reagents were of chemical grade and used without
further purification. Chloroauric acid hydrated (HAuCl4), sodium citrate,
poly (allylamine hydrochloride) (PAH, Mw 15,000, 98%), 1-(3-Dime-
thylaminopropyl)-3-ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC, 98.5%) and
N-Hydroxysuccinimide (NHS, 98%) were purchased from Macklin
(Shanghai, China). Fingolimod hydrochloride (FTY720, 98%), tetraphe-
nylethylene (TPE, 98%), 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine
(DPPC, 99%), cholesteryl hemisuccinate (CHEMS, 97%), DSPE PEG
Maleimide (DSPE-PEG-Mal, MW 2000 Da), DSPE PEG Acid (DSPE-PEG-
COOH, MW 2000 Da), ethylene imine polymer (PEI, MW 1800, 99%),
2,3-dimethylmaleic anhydride (DMA, 98%) were obtained from Aladdin
Reagent Co. Ltd (Shanghai, China). Dulbecco's modified eagle's medium
(DMEM), trypsin-EDTA, and fetal bovine serum (FBS) were purchased
from Gibco-BRL (Burlington, Canada). Cell counting Kit 8 (CCK8),
calcein-acetylmethoxylate (calcein-AM), propidium iodide (PI), 4%
paraformaldehyde, 0.1% Triton-X-100, 4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole
(DAPI) were purchased from Beyotime Biotechnology (Shanghai, China).

2.2. Preparation and characterization of HCC targeting NPs

2.2.1. Preparation of Au NPs and Au–MnO2 NPs
Briefly, 1 mL of sodium citrate solution (1 wt%) was added to 49 mL

distilled water. The mixture was heated to boiling under magnetic stir-
ring, and 80 μL of HAuCl4 (200 mM) was slowly dropped into the solu-
tion. The reaction was carried out for 30 min and then cooled down to
room temperature. Through the cycle of continuous centrifugation and
removal of the supernatant, the obtained Au NP was washed 3 times with
ethanol, 3 times with deionized water, and finally resuspended in water
for later use. To prepare Au–MnO2 NPs, 10 mL of Au NPs (2 mg/mL)
solution and 5mL PAH (10mg/mL) were mixed and stirred for 2 h. Then,
5 mL of KMnO4 (3 mg/mL) was added to the solution and stirred at room
temperature for 15 min. The mixture was reacted for a few minutes until
its color turned dark brown. The obtained Au–MnO2 NPs were washed
three times with deionized water by centrifugation method, and the
resultant was resuspended in water for later use.

2.2.2. Preparation of liposome-based NPs
DSPE-PEG-PEI-DMA (synthesis and characterizations were described

in SI, section, 10 mg), DPPC (10 mg), CHEMS (10 mg), and DSPE-PEG-
Mal (10 mg) were mixed. These lipids (40 mg) were then mixed with
TPE (6 mg), FTY720 (4 mg), chloroform (8 mL), and methanol (2 mL).
After the powder was completely dissolved, the residual solvents were
removed under reduced pressure at 60 �C. The formed lipid film was
hydrated with Au–MnO2 NPs dispersion (2 mg/mL) to prepare
3

FTTY720@AM/TL NPs via sonication and extrusion at room tempera-
ture. The resulting product was dialyzed against distilled water (molec-
ular weight cut-off (MWCO) 3500 Da) for 24 h to remove free drugs. The
obtained NPs (FTTY720@AM/TL NPs) was freeze-dried and refrigerated
for later use. To prepare tumor targeting NPs, FTY720@AM/TL NPs and
T7 peptide were dispersed in PBS buffer and stirred at 4 �C for 4 h. The
resulting product was transferred to a dialysis bag (MWCO ¼ 3500Da)
and treated with deionized water for 24 h. After freeze-drying, the
resulting product (FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs) was collected and stored at
4 �C.

2.2.3. Characterization of HCC targeting NPs
The morphologies of the prepared NPs were observed using a trans-

mission electron microscope (TEM, JEM2100F, JEOL, Japan). Element
composition of the Au–MnO2 NPs was characterized by elemental map-
pings (JEM2100F, JEOL, Japan) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS, ESCALAB 250Xi, Thermo, US). The averaged particle size and zeta
potential of the prepared NPs were measured using Zetasizer Nano In-
strument (nano ZS, Malvern, UK). The absorption spectra of Au and
Au–MnO2 NPs were carried out using a UV–Vis–NIR spectrophotometer
(UV-3600, Shimadzu, Japan). The stabilities of FTTY720@AM/TL and
FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs in PBS (pH 7.4) and serum at room temperature
were evaluated by dynamic light scattering (DLS) using Zetasizer Nano
Instrument (nano ZS, Malvern, UK). The aggregation induced emission
(AIE) properties of FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs were studied using a fluo-
rescence spectroscopy (RF-6000, Shimadzu, Japan), and the photos of
NPs with different concentration were taken under 365 nm ultraviolet
light with a digital camera. The photoluminescence intensity of
FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs at 450 nm was measured in the presence of
acetonitrile and water by using a photoluminescence spectrum imaging
system (PMEye-3000, Zolix, China). A 3.0 T MR imaging scanner
(MAGNETOM Skyra, SIEMENS, Germany) was used to evaluate the in
vitro T1-weighted MR imaging capabilities of different concentration of
FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs at pH 5.0, pH 6.5 and pH 7.4. The r1 value was
determined by fitting Mn concentration in the sample and the relaxation
time (1/T1, s�1). The drug encapsulation efficiency (DEE) and drug-
loading content (DLC) were calculated according to Eq. (1) and Eq. (2),
respectively.

DEEðwt:%Þ¼Weightofdruginnanoparticle = totalweightoffeedingdrug� 100%

(1)

DLCðwt:%Þ¼Weightofdruginnanoparticle =weightofnanoparticle� 100%

(2)

2.3. In vitro photothermal properties

An infrared thermal imaging camera (UTi165 K, Uni-Trend Tech-
nology, China) was used to evaluate the photothermal properties of the
prepared NPs, and the temperature changes were recorded during the
irradiation process. The samples were subjected to a NIR treatment (1W/
cm2, 808 nm, FU8083000–3 CE4 F, Shenzhen Fuzhe Technology, China)
for 10 min. PBS was used as a control group, while the Au–MnO2 NPs and
FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs groups both contained 50 μg mL�1 of Au–MnO2
NPs. In addition, the photothermal stability of these samples was eval-
uated by observing the temperature changes at 10-min interval (10-min
laser on and 10-min laser off) for 4 irradiation cycles (1 W/cm2, 10 min,
808 nm).

Different concentration of FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs (100, 250, 500,
and 1000 μg/mL) were irradiated using a NIR laser with intensity of 1W/
cm2 at 808 nm for 10 min. An infrared thermal imaging camera (UTi165
K, Uni-Trend Technology, China) was used to record the temperature
changes during the irradiation process. Photothermal performance of the
FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs (100 μg/mL) was investigated under different
laser power densities (0.5, 1, 1.5, 2 W/cm2).
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2.4. Drug release behaviors of FTY720 from FTY20@AM/T-TL NPs

The in vitro release behaviors of FTY720 from FTY720@AM/T7-TL
NPs was investigated using a dialysis method at 37 �C. Briefly, 1 mL of
FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs (1 mg/mL) were put into a dialysis bag
(MWCO ¼ 3500 Da) and placed in a centrifuge tube containing 10 mL
PBS at 37 �C under different pH conditions (pH 7.4, 6.5 and 5.0). The
tube was shaken at 120 rpm for 48 h. At specific time points, 1 mL of
release media was taken out and same volume of fresh release media was
replenished into the beaker. The amount of FTY720 released at each time
point was analyzed by a UV spectrophotometer at 220 nm. More detailed
NIR triggered drug release profiles were investigated in a similar manner
over a 10-min interval (10-min laser on and 10-min laser off) for 60 min
at different pH conditions.
2.5. Oxygen production

A portable dissolved oxygenmeter (AR8406, SMART SENSOR, China)
was used to monitor the in vitro oxygen production of FTY720@AM/T7-
TL NPs under different pH conditions (pH 7.4, 6.5, and 5.0).
FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs (1 mg/mL) were dispersed in PBS buffer in the
presence of H2O2 (100 μM). The oxygen produced was measured by the
oxygen meter at designed time points.
2.6. Cell lines

Human hepatoma cells (HepG2) and human hepatic cells (L02) were
purchased from Cell Resource Center, Shanghai Institute for Biological
Sciences (SIBS, Shanghai, China). Cells were cultured in RPMI-1640
medium containing 10% of FBS and 1% penicillin/streptomycin at 37
�C in a humidified atmosphere containing 5% of CO2.
2.7. In vitro cytotoxicity (CCK-8 assay)

The in vitro cytotoxicity of the prepared NPs at different concentra-
tions (i.e., containing FTY720 at 0.5, 1, 5, 10 or 15 μM/mL) against either
cancer cells or normal liver cells was evaluated by CCK-8 assay. Briefly,
the cells were cultured in a 96-well plate (104 cells per well) at 37 �C for
24 h. The cells were then co-cultured with prepared NPs of different
concentration. After co-incubation for 6 h, the NIR-treatment groups
(FTY720@AM/TL NPs þ Laser and FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs þ Laser)
were subjected to a laser treatment for 10 min (1 W/cm2, 808 nm). After
24 h co-incubation, CCK-8 assay solutions were applied to each well and
incubated for another 2 h. The cell viability was calculated as follows:

Cellviabilityð%Þ¼ ðAtreatment �AblankÞ = ðAcontrol �AblankÞ� 100% (3)

where A blank is the absorbance at 570 nm without cells, A control is the
absorbance value of cells treated with PBS, A treatment is the absorbance
value of cells treated with prepared NPs.
2.8. Apoptosis assay

HepG2 cells were seeded in a 12-well plate (105 cells per well) and
incubated at 37�Cfor 24 h. The cells were then co-cultured with PBS,
FTY720, FTY720@AM/TL NPs or FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs. Each group
(except PBS) contained 10 μMmL�1 FTY720. After co-incubation for 6 h,
the NIR-treatment groups (FTY720@AM/TL NPs þ Laser and
FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPsþ Laser) were subjected to a laser treatment for
10 min (1 W/cm2, 808 nm). After incubation for 18 h, the cells were
washed three time with PBS, stained with annexin V–fluorescein iso-
thiocyanate (FITC) and propidium iodide (PI). The percentage of
apoptotic cells was quantified by a flow cytometry (Attune NxT, Ther-
moFisher, USA).
4

2.9. Live/dead staining assay

HepG2 cells were seeded in 12-well plates (8000 cells per well) at 37
�C for 24 h. The cells were then co-cultured with PBS, FTY720,
FTY720@AM/TL NPs and FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs. Each group (except
PBS) contained 10 μM mL�1 FTY720. After co-incubation for 6 h, the
NIR-treatment groups (FTY720@AM/TL NPs þ Laser and FTY720@AM/
T7-TL NPs þ Laser) were subjected to a laser treatment for 10 min (1 W/
cm2, 808 nm). After incubation for 18 h, the cells were washed with PBS
and stained with Calcein-AM/PI dyes for 30 min. Then the cells were
washed with PBS twice and observed via fluorescence microscope (BX43,
OLYMPUS, Japan).

2.10. Colony assay

The colony formation assay was used to investigate the in vitro syn-
ergistic therapies efficiency of prepared NPs on HCC cells. HepG2 cells
were seeded in 6-well plates (200 cells per well) at 37 �C for 12 h. The
cells were then co-cultured with PBS, FTY720, FTY720@AM/TL NPs or
FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs. Each group (except PBS) contained 10 μM
mL�1 FTY720. The cell groups were washed with PBS every two days and
supplemented with medium containing PBS or the prepared NPs. The
NIR-treatment groups (FTY720@AM/TL NPs þ Laser and FTY720@AM/
T7-TL NPs þ Laser) were subjected to a laser treatment for 10 min (1 W/
cm2, 808 nm) every two days. After 7 days of incubation, the cells were
resuspended and washed with PBS, fixed with methanol, and stained
with 0.2% crystal violet for 30 min. The cells were washed with PBS to
remove excess staining agent and photographed.

2.11. In vitro cellular uptake assay

HepG2 cells were cultured in a confocal microscopic plate (1 � 105

cells per well) at 37 �C for 24 h. The cells were then co-cultured with
FTY720@AM/TL NPs and FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs, respectively. Each
group contained 10 μM/mL FTY720. After co-incubation for 6 h, the NIR-
treatment groups (FTY720@AM/TL NPs þ Laser and FTY720@AM/T7-
TL NPs þ Laser) were subjected to a laser treatment for 10 min (1 W/
cm2, 808 nm). After another 2 h of co-incubation, the cells were washed
three time with PBS and stained with DAPI. The fluorescence signal in
cells were measured by a confocal laser scanning imaging (CLSM) system
(LSM880, ZEISS, Germany). The emission wavelength of TPE was 690
nm and the emission wavelength of DAPI was 450 nm.

2.12. Intracellular ROS generation assay

The ROS generation induced by the prepared NPs on HepG2 cells was
measured by CLSM. HepG2 cells were seeded on confocal microscopic
plates (1 � 105 cells per well) overnight. The cells were then co-cultured
with FTY720@AM/TL NPs and FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs, respectively.
Each group contained 10 μM/mL FTY720. After co-incubation for 6 h, the
NIR-treatment groups (FTY720@AM/TL NPs þ Laser and FTY720@AM/
T7-TL NPs þ Laser) were subjected to a laser treatment for 10 min (1 W/
cm2, 808 nm). The cells were washed three times with PBS, subsequently
stained with 20,70-dichlorodihydrofluorescein diacetate (DCFH-DA, 10
μM), followed by incubated at 37 �C in the dark for 30 min. The cell
images were obtained using a CLSM system (LSM880, ZEISS, Germany).

2.13. Western blot analysis

HepG2 cells were treated in the same way as described in apoptosis
assay. After 24 h, the treated cells were extracted by cell lysis buffer from
Cell Signaling Technology (Shanghai, China) and collected by centrifu-
gation (12,000 rpm for 10 min) at 4 �C. The protein concentrations were
determined by BCA protein assay. The effects of prepared NPs (with or
without NIR treatment) on the expression levels of related proteins were
determined using Western blot as described previously [56].
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2.14. Animal experiments

All animal experiments were performed in accordance with the
guidelines approved by the Ethics Committee of the Guangdong Pro-
vincial People's Hospital (No. KY-D-2021-418-01). Female BALB/c nude
mice (6–8 weeks old, average weight 17–20 g) were bought from
Guangdong Laboratory Animals Monitoring Institute (Guangdong,
China). HepG2 cells (4 � 106 cells in 100 μL of PBS) were injected sub-
cutaneously into the right thigh to obtain a HepG2 tumor bearing mouse
model. When the tumor grew to approximately 120–150 mm3, the tumor
bearing mice were prepared for in vivo biodistribution and synergistic
antitumor therapeutic experiments.

2.14.1. In vivo dual-modal imaging, biodistribution, and pharmacokinetic
studies

Tumor-bearing nude mice were intravenously injected with
FTY720@AM/TL NPs and FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs at a dose of 2 mg/kg
FTY720-equivalent, respectively. At the designed time points (i.e., 1 h, 3
h, 6 h, 12 h, and 24 h), the in vivo AIE FL image was obtained by IVIS
spectrum imaging system (Perkin Elmer, USA). The mice were sacrificed
24 h after injection, and their primary organs (heart, liver, spleen, lung,
and kidney) and tumors were collected for ex vivo fluorescence imaging
and quantitative biodistribution analysis. Similarly, at the designated
time points (i.e., 1 h, 3 h, 6 h, 12 h, and 24 h), the in vivoMR imaging test
was carried out on a MR imaging scanner (3.0 T, MAGNETOM Skyra,
SIEMENS, Germany). The mice were sacrificed 24 h after injection, and
their primary organs (heart, liver, spleen, lung, and kidney) and tumors
were collected for Mn content detection by ICP-AES (240FS, Agilent-
Varian Co. Ltd, USA). The content of Mn was presented as the percent-
age of injected dose per gram of tissue (%ID/g).

For pharmacokinetic analysis, blood samples (about 20 μL) were
extracted from HepG-2 tumor bearing mice after tail vein injection of
FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs (2 mg/kg FTY720-equivalent) at different time
points (15 min, 30 min, 1 h, 2 h, 3 h, 4 h, 6 h, 8 h, 12 h, and 24 h),
respectively. The concentration of Au in blood was determined by ICP-
AES and presented as the percentage of injected dose per gram of tis-
sue (%ID/g). The decay curve of FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs in blood was
fitted to a two-compartmental model to extract the half-time of the drug
in blood.

2.14.2. In vivo synergistic anti-tumor efficacy and long-term biosafety
To evaluate the in vivo synergistic anti-tumor efficacy, HepG2 tumor-

bearing nude mice were randomly divided into 6 groups (n¼ 5): PBS (a),
FTY720 (b), FTY720@AM/TL NPs (c), FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs (d),
FTY720@AM/TL NPs þ laser (e); and FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs þ laser
(f). Except for the control group (100 μL, PBS, every other day), mice in
the other groups were injected intravenously at a dose of 2 mg kg�1

FTY720-equivalent every other day. At 6 h post-injection, the NIR-
treatment groups, (e) FTY720@AM/TL NPs þ Laser and (f)
FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs þ Laser, were subjected to a laser treatment for
10 min (1 W/cm2, 808 nm). During the NIR irradiation process, the
temperature change of tumor site was monitored and recorded by an
infrared detector (UTi165 K, Uni-Trend Technology, China). The tumor
volume and the body were measured in everyday; the tumor size was
determined using the formula as follows:

V¼W2 � L=2 (4)

where, W and L represented the tumor width and the tumor length,
respectively.

After 14 days of treatment, the mice were sacrificed, and the major
organs and tumors were collected for hematoxylin/eosin (H&E) staining.
The obtained tumors were weighted and photographed. For the survival
rate analysis, HepG-2 tumor bearing mice were treated under the same
conditions up to a period of 45 days, and the number of surviving mice in
each group was recorded.
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For investigate the long-term in vivo toxicity of the prepared NPs,
healthy Balb/c mice were intravenously injected with: PBS (a), FTY720
(b), FTY720@AM/TL NPs (c), FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs (d),
FTY720@AM/TL NPs þ laser (e); and FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs þ laser
(f). Except for the control group (100 μL, PBS, every other day), mice in
the other groups were injected intravenously at a dose of 2 mg/kg
FTY720-equivalent every other day. At 6 h post-injection, the NIR-
treatment groups, (e) FTY720@AM/TL NPs þ Laser and (f)
FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPsþ Laser, were subjected to a laser treatment for
10 min (1 W/cm2, 808 nm). After 14-day treatment, whole blood of the
mice was collected to assess liver function and renal function.

2.15. Statistical analysis

All data were expressed as mean� standard deviation (SD). Statistical
significance was carried out via one-way ANOVA with a Tukey post-hoc
test by SPSS. Statistical significance was noted as follows: *p＜0.05 and
**p＜0.01.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Characterization of FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs

The prepared all-in-one nanoplatform (FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs) was
successfully synthesized as illustrated in Scheme 1. DSPE-PEG-PEI-DMA
as a pH-sensitive charge-reversal polymer, provided a protective layer
that was negatively charged at pH 7.4 and positively charged at pH
6.5.1,2-Dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DPPC) as a thermo-
response liposome (with phase transition temperature of 41 �C) would
undergo a phase transition under near-infrared (NIR) laser irradiation
[57], while cholesytryl hemisuccinate (CHEMS) was used as pH-response
layer [58]. The synthesis route of DSPE-PEG-PEI-DMA was presented in
Scheme S1 (supplementary information, SI), and the chemical structure
of DSPE-PEG-PEI-DMA was confirmed by 1HNMR and FT-IR (Fig. S1, SI).

TEM image revealed that the prepared Au–MnO2 NPs exhibited a
spherical structure with a narrow size dispersion (Fig. 1A). The average
diameter of Au–MnO2 NPs was about 10–25 nm, which was consistent
with the DLS results (Fig. 1C). The elemental mapping confirmed that the
presence of manganese (Mn) and oxygen (O) elements around Au–MnO2

NPs (Fig. S3, SI). XPS analyses (Fig. 3, SI) showed that the sample had
four characteristic peaks, which were Au 4f at 85 eV, C 1s at 285 eV, O 1s
at 531 eV, and Mn 2p at 653.5 and 641.7 eV, respectively. These results
indicated that the MnO2 nanosheet had been successfully coated onto the
surface of Au NPs. The XRD pattern of Au–MnO2 NPs (Fig. S4, SI) showed
that the peaks at 29.8, 37.9, and 56.4 were consistent with the (110),
(101), and (211) crystalline planes of cubic MnO2 (JCPDS: 1–799), while
the peaks at 38.2, 44.4, 64.7 and 77.7 were consistent with the (111),
(200), (220) and (311) crystalline planes of cubic Au (JCPDS: 4–784).
TEM image showed that FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs were irregularly
spherical with yolk shell-like structure (Fig. 1B), and the particle size was
distributed within the range of 50–100 nm (Fig. 1C). Numerous studies
have shown that NPs with a size in the range of 10–200 nm are able to
penetrate the tumor area and be taken up by tumor cells through
enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effects [59–61]. The stability
tests showed that the prepared FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs were well
dispersed in PBS and serum without aggregation, and the changes in PDI
were negligible (Fig. S12 and Table S2, SI).

The zeta potentials of the prepared FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs at pH
7.4, 6.5 and 5.0 were �16.5 � 1.1 mV, 8.1 � 0.5 mV and 12.7 � 1.2 mV,
respectively (Fig. 1D). This result suggested that FTY720@AM/T7-TL
NPs possessed pH-responsive charge-reversal properties, which were
negatively charged in the blood circulation (pH 7.4) and positively
charged in TME (pH 6.5 and 5.0). When the prepared NPs arrived at TME,
DSPE-PEG-PEI-DMA on the surface of NPs could transit to positively
charged state due to the cleavable amide bond between DSPE-PEG-PEI
and DMA. The charge-reversal effect of nanocarrier in response to



Fig. 1. Characterization of Au–MnO2 and FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs. (A) TEM images of Au–MnO2 NPs. (B) TEM images of FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs. (C) DLS of
Au–MnO2 and FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs. (D) Zeta potential of FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs at pH 7.4, 6.5 and 5.0. (E) Fluorescence images of FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs at
various concentrations. (F) PL intensity of FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs at various concentrations. (G) In vitro MR imaging of FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs with different
concentrations of Mn2þ at pH 7.4, 6.5 and 5.0. (H) Linear fitting of Mn2þ concentration and 1/T1 of FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs at pH 7.4, 6.5 and 5.0.
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changes in pH environment, could effectively enhance the uptake by
tumor cells and prolong its half-life in the blood circulation [37–40].

3.1.1. In vitro dual-modal imaging
Aggregation induced fluorescence (AIE) dyes have the advantages

such as low cost, high sensitivity, good operability, etc. In this manu-
script, TPE was encapsulated in FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs as fluorescence
imaging unit for in vitro and in vivo imaging. As shown in Fig. S13, the
fluorescence (FL) intensity of NPs increased remarkably with the increase
of water content in the solvent, indicating FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs
possessed AIE properties. As shown in Fig. 1E, the fluorescence image of
FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs showed a concentration-dependent brightening
effect. The results of photoluminescence (PL) intensity confirmed that the
PL intensity of FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs increased with the increase of
NPs concentration (Fig. 1F).

The T1-weighted MR imaging effects of FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs
were evaluated at pH 7.4, 6.5 and 5.0 by using an MRI scanner (Fig. 1G).
As the concentration of Mn increased, the MRI signal gradually enhanced
under the same pH conditions. As the pH changed from pH 7.0 to pH 5.0,
the MRI signal of FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs became stronger at the same
sample concentration. In Fig. 1F, the linear relationship of transverse
relaxation time T1 to the Mn concentration (mM) in the sample was fitted
to calculate the transverse relaxation rate of the sample (r1). The result
showed that in an environment of pH 5.0, the value of r1 (6.293
mM�1S�1) was the highest, which was approximately 2.3 times and 6.2
times that of pH 6.5 (2.721 mM�1S�1) and pH 7.4 (1.006 mM�1S�1),
respectively. This might be due to the fact that the enclosed Mn in MnO2
was isolated from the surrounding aqueous environment, which could
not provide efficient proton transverse relaxation. When MnO2 was
decomposed in an acidic environment, a large amount of Mn2þ would be
released and directly contact with the water proton environment,
enhancing the MRI T1 signal.
6

3.2. In vitro photothermal effects

After 10 min of NIR irradiation, the temperature of Au–MnO2 and
FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs rapidly increased from room temperature to
51.1 �C and 48.6 �C, respectively, while that of PBS only increased to
29.4 �C (Fig. 2A and B). During four NIR-irradiation circles, both
Au–MnO2 and FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs showed repeatable heating and
cooling pattern, indicating that the prepared NPs possessed good pho-
tothermal stabilities. The prepared nanocarriers also showed
concentration-dependent and laser-power-dependent temperature-
raising effects (Fig. S14). The photothermal conversion efficiency (η) of
FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs at 808 nm was calculated as 45.3% (Fig. S15),
which was higher than most of the previously reported PTT agents, e.g.,
Au nanorods (21%) [62], Cu2-x Se nanocrystals (22%) [63], Bi2S3
nanorods [64] (28.1%), etc.
3.3. In vitro drug release behavior

The encapsulation efficiency and loading content of FTY720@AM/
T7-TL NPs were 85.6 � 2.3% and 8.7 � 0.5%, respectively. The in vitro
release of FTY720 was performed at pH 7.4, 6.5, and 5.0, mimicking the
pH states of blood circulation, tumor microenvironment, and acidic ly-
sosomes, respectively (Fig. 2D). The cumulative drug release of
FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs was highest at pH 5.0, followed by pH 6.5 and
pH 7.4. At 48 h, the release amount of FTY720 at pH 5.0 and pH 6.5 were
1.9-fold and 1.5-fold higher than that at pH7.4, respectively. We further
investigated the release behavior of FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs in NIR
laser-switched mode, confirming the accelerated drug release in response
to NIR at different pH conditions (Fig. 2F). Under on-mode of NIR irra-
diation, the release rate of FTY720 was much higher than that of off-
mode at the same pH condition. After 1 h, the NIR-triggered drug
release of FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs was 33.9 � 1.8%, almost 3.9-fold
higher than that without NIR-triggered at pH 5.0. For pH 6.0 and pH
7.4, NIR-triggered drug release was 4.5-fold and 4.0-fold higher than that
of the sample groups without NIR-triggered under the same pH



Fig. 2. Photothermal effect, in vitro dual-response drug release, and oxygen production capacity of FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs. (A) Laser-triggered temperature elevation
profiles for PBS, Au–MnO2 NPs, and FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs (1 W/cm2, 808 nm, 10 min). (B) The photothermal images of prepared samples under continuous laser
irradiation, corresponding to Fig. 2A. (C) The photothermal-conversion performance of Au–MnO2 NPs and FTY720@T7-TL NPs over four repeated laser on/off circles
(1 W/cm2, 808 nm). (D) In vitro cumulative release profiles of FTY720 from FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs at pH 7.4, 6.5 and 5.0. (E) In vitro NIR-triggered release profiles
of FTY720 from FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs at pH 7.4, 6.5 and 5.0. (F) In vitro oxygen production of FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs at pH 7.4, 6.5 and 5.0 in the presence of
H2O2 solutions (100 μM).
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condition, respectively. These results demonstrated that FTY720@AM/
T7-TL NPs could achieve a sustained drug release through pH-response
(endogenous stimulation), as well as a controllable drug release
through NIR-response (exogenous stimulation).

The pH-responsive drug release could be attributed to the presence of
CHEMS in the hybrid-liposome, which would be protonated and change
the structure in an acidic environment [65]. This would result the pre-
pared NPs unstable at acidic environments, accelerating the release of
FTY720. The NIR-triggered drug release could be attributed to the
presence of DPPC in the hybrid-liposome, which has a phase transition
temperature of 41 �C. Under NIR irradiation, the temperature of
FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs increased above 45 �C (Fig. 2A, B, and 2C),
which would result in partial melting of DPPC-containing liposome layer,
accelerating the release of FTY720 from the prepared NPs. By controlling
the efficient enrichment and effective release of drugs at the tumor site,
the anticancer effect could be improved and the damage to surrounding
normal tissues would be reduced [26–29].
3.4. In vitro O2 production

The ability of FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs to generate oxygen under
different pH conditions was evaluated by a dissolved oxygen meter at pH
5.0, 6.5 and 7.4 in the presence of H2O2 (100 μM). As shown in Fig. 2F,
FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs could effectively catalyze the decomposition of
H2O2 to produce O2 at pH 5.0 and 6.5, which were 4.6-fold and 3.9-fold
higher than those at pH 7.4, respectively. The higher O2 generation rate
of FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs at acidic environments could be attributed to
the presence of Au–MnO2 NPs. As shown in Scheme 1, after protonation
of CHEMS (partial outer layer of the prepared NPs) in an acidic envi-
ronment, the prepared NPs were unstable. It would result more Au–MnO2
7

NPs and FTY720 released when compared to pH 7.4. Our result
confirmed acidic environments accelerated the release of FTY720 from
the prepared NPs (Fig. 2D and F). Similarly, the acidic environments
could also promote the release of Au–MnO2 NPs from the prepare NPs,
thereby enhancing the production of O2 in TME.
3.5. In vitro synergistic anticancer effects

In vitro cytotoxicity of the prepared NPs on cells were performed using
a CCK8 assay. As shown in Fig. 3A, all treatment groups showed a
FTY720 concentration-dependent cytotoxicity towards HepG2 cells.
Compared with the other groups, the cells cultured with FTY720@T7-TL
NPsþ Laser showed the lowest survival rate. At a concentration of 10 μM,
the cell viability of FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPsþ Laser was 24.86� 2.30%,
followed by FTY720@AM/TL þ Laser NPs of 30.14 � 1.36%,
FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs of 54.51 � 6.48%, FTY720@AM/TL NPs of
64.10 � 1.67%, and FTY720 of 73.87 � 1.59%. Under the same condi-
tions, the targeting groups (i.e., FTY720@AM/T7-TL NP or
FTY720@AM/T7-TL NP þ Laser) showed a higher toxicity compared to
that of the non-targeting groups (FTY720@AM/TL NP or FTY720@AM/
TL NPþ Laser). This could be attributed to modification of T7 peptide on
NPs, which could increase the cellular uptake and the bioavailability of
the prepared NPs. Furthermore, under the same conditions, the NIR-
triggered groups (i.e., FTY720@AM/TL þ Laser NP or FTY720@AM/
T7-TL NP þ Laser) showed a higher toxicity compared to that of the
non-NIR-triggered groups (FTY720@AM/TL NP or FTY720@AM/T7-TL
NP). This could be attributed to the synergistic effects of combined
PTT, PDT and chemotherapy (Scheme 1 and Fig. 2).

The cytotoxicity of the prepared nanocarrier on normal cells (L02)
were also investigated using a CCK8 assay (Fig. 3B). When the



Fig. 3. In vitro antitumor effect of FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs. (A) Cell viability of HepG2 cells incubated with different concentration of treatment groups (except for
PBS, the other groups containing FTY720 at 0.5, 1, 5, 10 or 15 μM/mL). (B) Cell viability of L02 cells incubated with different concentration of treatment groups
(except for PBS, the other groups containing FTY720 at 0.5, 1, 5, 10 or 15 μM/mL). (C) Flow cytometry analysis of FITC-Annexin V/PI double-stained HepG2 cells
incubated with the treatment groups (except for PBS, the other groups containing 10 μM/mL FTY720). (D) Live/dead cell assay of HepG2 incubated with treatment
groups (except for PBS, the other groups containing 10 μM/mL FTY720), scale bar 100 μm. (E) Colony formation assay of HepG2 incubated with treatment groups
(except for PBS, the other groups containing 10 μM/mL FTY720). The treatment groups were (a) PBS, (b) FTY720, (c) FTY720@AM/TL NPs, (d) FTY720@AM/T7-TL
NPs, (e) FTY720@AM/TL NPs þ Laser, and (f) FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs þ Laser. The NIR-treatment groups, (e) FTY720@AM/TL NPs þ Laser and (f) FTY720@AM/
T7-TL NPs þ Laser, were subjected to a laser treatment for 10 min (1 W/cm2, 808 nm).
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concentration of F720 less than or equal to 10 μM, the cell viability of
L02 cells incubated with all treatment group was above 80%. This result
indicated that the prepared NPs (�10 μM) and the parameter of NIR
treatment (1 W/cm2, 808 nm, 10 min) had low cytotoxicity to normal
cells. The apoptosis of HepG2 cells incubated with different treatment
groups were analyzed by flow cytometry using an Annexin V/PI kit
(Fig. 3C). Except for PBS and Control groups, all the treatment groups
could induce apoptosis of HepG2 cells. The cell survival rate of
FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs þ Laser group was the 26.6%; followed by
FTY720@AM/TL NPs þ Laser group with 28.0%; FTY720@AM/T7-TL
NPs group with 50.7%; and FTY720@AM/TL NPs group with 62.4%.
The NIR-triggered groups (i.e., FTY720@AM/TL þ Laser NP or
FTY720@AM/T7-TL NP þ Laser) showed the lowest cell viability
compared to that of the non-NIR-triggered groups (FTY720@AM/TL NP
or FTY720@AM/T7-TL NP). The NIR laser irradiation could control the
rapid drug release of the prepared nanoparticles in the lesion area. In this
way, more Au–MnO2 NPs would be released from the prepared NPs
(Fig. 2E), and then reacted with overexpressed endogenous hydrogen
peroxide to generate oxygen. Subsequently, oxygen enrichment could
8

improve the performance of Au–MnO2 NPs to generation more ROS
under NIR laser irradiation. The accumulation of FTY720 and the in-
crease of ROS would lead to irreversible cell apoptosis. Therefore, the
NIR-triggered group successfully enhanced the synergistic therapeutic
effect when compared to the non-NIR-triggered group. Furthermore,
with the aid of T7 peptide, FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPsþ Laser group could
actively target to tumor cells, showing the strongest antitumor effect
compared with other treatment groups. A Live/Dead staining assay was
also used to evaluate the anticancer effect of the prepared NPs on HepG2
cells (Fig. 3D). After 24 h of co-culture, only a few amount of red signals
was observed in the groups of (a) PBS and (b) FTY720, indicating only a
small amount of cell death. The group (e) FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs þ
Laser showed the strongest red signal intensities and the least green
signal intensities compared to the other groups. This result was consistent
with apoptosis and cell vitality assay of HepG2 (Fig. 2A and C), indicating
that FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPsþ Laser had the highest anti-tumor activity
compared with the other groups. Anti-proliferative ability is another
important anti-cancer evaluation index. Colony formation assay, a sur-
vival test based on the ability of an initial single cell to proliferate into
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colonies [66], was used to evaluate the proliferative capacity of HepG2
cell after different treatment. As shown in Fig. 3E, both
FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs and FTY720@AM/TL NPs had strong
anti-proliferation effects on HepG2 cells. Under the NIR laser irradiation,
HepG2 cells treated with FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs formed the least
number of colonies compared to the other treatment groups. These in
vitro synergistic anticancer results demonstrated that
FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs combined with NIR-treatment could effectively
kill tumor cells. This could be attributed to synergistic effects of PTT, PDT
and chemotherapy. The high cellular ROS level and local hyperthermia
induced by the NIR laser could cause irreversible damage and promote
the cancer cell apoptosis. Meanwhile, the drug release triggered by NIR
would accelerate the release of FTY720 from FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs.

3.6. Intercellular uptake and ROS generation studies

After co-cultured with HepG2 cells for 6 h, the intercellular locali-
zation of FTY720@AM/TL NPs and FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs with or
without NIR laser treatment was assessed by CLSM (Fig. 4A). Compared
with the non-targeted group, the cells treated with FTY720@AM/T7-TL
NPs (targeted group) showed stronger red fluorescence intensity, indi-
cated that more TPE molecules were distributed in the cytoplasm. This
might be due to the fact that through themodification of T7, the prepared
NPs would target tumor lesion more precisely, increasing the efficiency
of cellular uptake. Compared to the non-NIR-treatment (i.e.,
FTY720@AM/TL and FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs), the same set of NPs
groups under the NIR-treatment (i.e., FTY720@AM/TL þ Laser and
FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs þ Laser) showed stronger red fluorescence in-
tensity. The mean fluorescence intensity of FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs þ
Laser was approximately 26% higher than that of FTY720@AM/T7-TL
NPs, while the mean fluorescence intensity of FTY720@AM/TL NPs þ
Laser was approximately 14% higher than that of FTY720@AM/TL NPs.
Under the same conditions, NIR would trigger the release of more drugs
to the designated area (Fig. 2E). Therefore, for the NIR-triggered groups
(i.e., FTY720@AM/TL þ Laser and FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs þ Laser),
there would be more TPE released compared to that of non-trigger
groups, resulting a higher fluorescence intensity.

The intercellular ROS generation capacity of FTY720@AM/T7-TL
NPs was measured by a ROS indicator (DCFH-DA), which could be
oxidized by ROS to green fluorescent DCF. As shown in Fig. 4B, both
Fig. 4. Intercellular uptake and ROS generation. (A) CLSM images of HepG2 cells inc
irradiation treatment (Laser: 1 W/cm2, 808 nm, 10 min), scale bar 50 μm. (B) Intrac
FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs with or without NIR treatment (1 W/cm2, 808 nm, 10 min
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FTY720@AM/TL NPs and FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs groups exhibited
weak green fluorescence intensity, indicating the generation of a small
amount of ROS. The NIR-triggered groups, i.e., FTY720@AM/TL NPs þ
Laser and FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPsþ Laser, showedmuch stronger green
fluorescence intensity compared to the non-NIR-triggered groups. In
addition, the green fluorescence signal of FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs þ
Laser group was stronger than that of FTY720@AM/TL NPs þ Laser
group. The ROS enhancement could be attributed to the active targeting
and charge-reversal properties of FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs, which
enriched the prepared NPs in tumor cells and then endocytosed by tumor
cells.

The hypoxic tumor microenvironment limits the performance of Au
NPs to generate ROS under NIR laser irradiation, resulting the failure of
PDT [44–47]. After being endocytosed by tumor cells,
FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs could be rapidly decomposed under laser
irradiation and in the acidic TME (Fig. 2E), followed by the release of
Au–MnO2 NPs. The Au–MnO2 NPs could induce the catalytic decompo-
sition of endogenous H2O2 to generate oxygen, alleviating hypoxia. This
in situ oxygen production could inhibit tumor cell proliferation by
inducing apoptosis in ROS-stressed cancer cells. The generated intracel-
lular ROS could also induce DNA damage, activating the signaling
pathways of p53, AKT and MAPKs.

3.7. Western blot study

Western blot results showed that FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs þ Laser
group could remarkably up-regulate the DNA damage relative protein p-
H2A.X, as well as the phosphorylation of P53, activating the AKT and
MAPKs family phosphorylation kinases (Fig. 5A). Meanwhile,
FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs þ Laser remarkably up-regulated cleaved
caspase-3 and cleaved PARP proteins in HepG2 cells when compared to
the other groups. This result indicated that FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs þ
Laser could simultaneously activate exogenous and endogenous signaling
pathways in HepG2 cells to induce tumor cell apoptosis (Fig. 5B).

3.8. In vivo dual-modal imaging, biodistribution and pharmacokinetic
studies

The in vivo AIE fluorescence images of FTY720@AM/TL NPs and
FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs were evaluated at different post-injection time
ubated with FTY720@AM/TL NPs and FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs with or without
ellular ROS generation of HepG2 cells incubated with FTY720@AM/TL NPs and
), scale bar 25 μm.
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points. Both FTY720@AM/TL NPs and FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs had
good fluorescence imaging ability (Fig. 6A). Compared with the other
post-injection time points, the mean fluorescence of these two prepared
NP in the tumor area was the strongest at 3 h post-injection (Fig. 6B). At
the same post-injection time points (within 24 h), the group of mice
treated with FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs showed a stronger fluorescence
signal at tumor sites than that of the group of FTY720@AM/TL NPs. This
result indicated that FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs could accumulate more
efficiently in the tumor than FTY720@AM/TL NPs.

The ex vivo fluorescence images of major organs and tumor was ob-
tained 24 h after injection. The results showed that the tumors of the
mice treated with FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs had the strongest fluores-
cence signal than the other metabolic organs (Fig. 6C). In addition, the
mean fluorescence intensity of FTY720@AM/TL NPs in the tumor areas
was 2.4-times higher than that of FTY720@AM/TL NPs (Fig. 6D). These
results indicating the in vivo tumor-targeting ability of FTY720@AM/T7-
Fig. 5. Activation of intracellular apoptotic signaling pathways by FTY720@AM/T7-T
and DNA damage in HepG2 cells incubated with different treatment groups. The NIR
NPs þ Laser, were subjected to a laser treatment for 10 min (1 W/cm2, 808 nm). (B)
FTY720@AM/T7-TL NP combined with NIR in HCC treatment.
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TL NPs could promote the enrichment of nanocarriers at tumor sites.
The in vivo T1-weighted MR images of FTY720@AM/TL NPs and

FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs were evaluated at different post-injection time
points. Both FTY720@AM/TL NPs and FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs had
good MRI ability (Fig. 7A). Compared with FTY720@AM/TL NPs, the
tumor area of mice treated with FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs showed a
brightening effect. Compared with the other post-injection time points,
the T1 signal intensity of these two prepared NP in the tumor area was
the strongest at 3 h post-injection (Fig. 7B). At the same post-injection
time points (within 24 h), the group of mice treated with
FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs showed a stronger T1 signal at tumor sites than
that of the group of FTY720@AM/TL NPs. These results were consisted
with the fluorescent imaging study (Fig. 6), indicating that
FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs with T7 modification could effectively enhance
tumor targeting effects.

The major organs and tumor were collected at 24 h post-injection,
L NPs and NIR laser irradiation. (A) Western blot assays of proteins for apoptosis
-treatment groups, i.e., FTY720@AM/TL NPs þ Laser and FTY720@AM/T7-TL
Illustration of potential mechanisms (enhanced ROS and induced apoptosis) of



Fig. 6. Fluorescence imaging properties of the prepared NPs in vivo. (A) In vivo AIE fluorescence images of HepG2 tumor-bearing nude mice injected with
FTY720@AM/TL NPs and FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs at 1, 3, 6, 12 and 24 h. (B) In vivo mean fluorescence signal intensity of the tumor area at 1, 3, 6, 12 and 24 h. (C)
Ex vivo images of major organs and tumors collected at 24 h. (D) Mean fluorescence signal intensity of ex vivo major organs and tumors collected at 24 h (corre-
sponding to Fig. 6C).

Fig. 7. In vivo T1-weighted MR imaging properties. (A) In vivo T1-weight MR images of HepG2 tumor-bearing nude mice after injection with FTY720@AM/TL NPs and
FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs at 1, 3, 6, 12 and 24 h. (B) In vivo T1 signal intensity of FTY720@AM/TL NPs and FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs at 1, 3, 6, 12 and 24 h. (C)
Biodistribution of Mn content 24 h after injection of FTY720@AM/TL NPs and FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs.
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and Mn element was determined by ICP to quantitative analysis the
biodistribution of FTY720@AM/TL NPs and FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs.
The result showed that Mn ions mainly accumulated in liver (10.4 �
0.6% ID/g) and kidney (10.2 � 0.3% ID/g) in the group of mice treated
with FTY720@AM/TL NPs. This might be attributed to macrophage
uptake in the reticuloendothelial system. FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs
showed higher Mn content in tumors (6.4 � 0.7% ID/g), which was
approximately 1.8-fold higher than that of FTY720@AM/TL NPs group
(3.6 � 0.6% ID/g). This might be attributed to the fact that T7 peptide-
modified nanocarriers could improve tumor targeting efficiency and
Fig. 8. In vivo synergistic treatment of HepG2 tumor-bearing nude mice model. (A) In
PBS, FTY720@AM/TL and FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs, subjected to a laser treatment fo
corresponding to treatment-groups in Fig. 8A. (C) The Change in relative tumor volu
mice with different treatment groups. (E) Plot of tumor weight of mice with different
different treatment groups at day 14. (G) H&E staining of tumor sections collected fr
treatment groups were (a) PBS, (b) FTY720, (c) FTY720@AM/TL NPs, (d) FTY720@
NPs þ Laser. The NIR-treatment groups, (e) FTY720@AM/TL NPs þ Laser and (f) FTY
W/cm2, 808 nm).
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facilitate the enrichment of nanocomposites at tumor sites.
To accurately characterize the blood circulation behavior of

FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs, the blood retention of Au in peripheral blood
of mice was monitored over 24 h (Fig. S22). The blood levels of
FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs gradually decreased over time. The kinetic
changes of Au were fitted by a two-compartment model, and the half-
lives of the first and second stages were 0.16 and 4.37 h, respectively.
The relatively long circulation time of FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs in blood
facilitated their efficient accumulation in tumors.
vivo infrared thermal images of tumor-bearing mice at 6th h after injected with
r 10 min (1 W/cm2, 808 nm). (B) The temperature change profiles of tumor site,
me of mice with different treatment groups. (D) The change in body weight of
treatment groups at day 14. (F) Photographs of tumors collected from mice with
om different treatment groups, scale bar 50 μm. For panels C, D, E, F, and G, the
AM/T7-TL NPs, (e) FTY720@AM/TL NPs þ Laser, and (f) FTY720@AM/T7-TL
720@AM/T7-TL NPs þ Laser, were subjected to a laser treatment for 10 min (1
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3.9. In vivo photothermal ability of FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs

To investigate the in vivo photothermal effects of the prepared
nanoplatforms, thermal images and temperature changes during NIR
irradiation were recorded in tumor-bearing mice treated with PBS,
FTY720@AM/TL NPs, and FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs (Fig. 8A). After 10-
min NIR-treatment, the tumor surface temperature of FTY720@AM/TL
NPs group increased from 35.7 �C to 41.2 �C, while that of FTY720@AM/
T7-TL NPs group increased from 35.1 �C to 50.8 �C. Compared with
FTY720@AM/TL NPs, FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs had a better tumor tar-
geting ability and could be more efficiently enriched around tumor sites.
Therefore, compared with FTY720@AM/TL NPs, the tumor surface
temperature of mice injected with FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs increased
faster under the same irradiation time. The elevated temperature induced
by NIR-treatment was more favorable to PTT and PDT, which also pro-
moted the disintegration of FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs in the tumor. This
would enable rapid release of the drug and enhance the synergistic
therapeutic effect.
3.10. In vivo synergistic anticancer effect

The in vivo synergistic anticancer effects of prepared nanoplatform
were evaluated by the HepG2 tumor-bearing nude mice. As shown in
Fig. 8C, group (e) FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs þ Laser showed the best
tumor suppression, followed by groups (f) FTY720@AM/TL NPsþ Laser,
(d) FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs, (c) FTY720@AM/TL NPs, (b) FTY720, and
(a) PBS. Mice body weights were also monitored during the 14-day
treatment period to evaluate treatment-associated toxicity (Fig. 8D).
There were no abnormal changes in weight were found in each treatment
group, suggesting that the prepared NPs exhibited good biocompatibility
in vivo. The average weight (Fig. 8E) and images of tumors collected after
the treatment period (Fig. 8F) also showed that the group (e)
Fig. 9. Long-term toxicity of the prepared NPs. (A) H&E staining of major organs afte
with different treatment groups on the 14th day. The treatment groups were (a)
FTY720@AM/TL NPs þ Laser, and (f) FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs þ Laser. The NIR-trea
þ Laser, were subjected to a laser treatment for 10 min (1 W/cm2, 808 nm).
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FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs þ Laser irradiation group exhibited the best
therapeutic effects compared to the other groups. At 14th day, tumor
tissues were extracted and sectioned for H&E staining to verify the in vivo
therapeutic effect (Fig. 8G). Group (e) FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs þ Laser
showed a large amounts of tumor tissue necrosis, groups (c)
FTY720@AM/TL NPs, (d) FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs, (e) FTY720@AM/
TL NPs þ Laser showed partial tumor tissue necrosis, while groups (a)
PBS and (b) FTY720 showed little tissue necrosis. Furthermore, the sur-
vival rate study (Fig. S23) suggested that of Group (e) FTY720@AM/T7-
TL NPs þ Laser had the best survival rate compared with the other
groups, with 90% of the treated mice still alive at 45 days.

These results indicated that the prepared nanoplatform (e)
FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs þ Laser had the strongest anti-tumor effect,
when compared to the other groups. As T7 peptide modification could
improve the tumor targeting efficiency of the prepared NPs,
FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs could be more efficiently enriched in tumor
sites with a better photothermal conversion effect compared to the non-
targeting NPs. Furthermore, Au–MnO2 NPs encapsulated in the nano-
carriers could be rapidly released in the tumor area, reacted with
endogenous hydrogen peroxide to generate oxygen, alleviated tumor
hypoxia, and enhanced the PDT effects. The heat generated by
FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs induced by NIR-treatment could promote the
Fenton-like reaction rate of Mn2þ, thereby increasing the release of hy-
droxyl radicals and enhancing the synergistic therapeutic effects.
3.11. Biosafety

The potential in vivo toxicity and side effect of the prepared NPs were
evaluated by H&E staining and blood biochemical analysis (Fig. 9). Mice
were sacrificed after 14 days of treatment, and their major organs were
collected for H&E staining. There was little difference in cell morphology
and nuclear structure of these organs among different treatment groups
r 14 days' treatment, scale bar 50 μm. (B) Blood biochemical analysis of the mice
PBS, (b) FTY720, (c) FTY720@AM/TL NPs, (d) FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs, (e)
tment groups, (e) FTY720@AM/TL NPs þ Laser and (f) FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs
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(Fig. 9A). Serum biochemical analyses were performed to investigate the
in vivo long-term biosafety of the prepared NPs (Fig. 9B). The liver
function indexes (ALP, AST, ALT), renal function indexes (BUN, CRE),
and myocardial function index (CK) in each treatment group were all
within the normal range. These results suggested that the prepared NPs
had good biocompatibility for in vivo application.

4. Conclusion

An all-in-one HCC therapeutic nanoplatform (FTY720@AM/T7-TL)
has been successfully designed and well characterized in the present
study. The dual pH/NIR laser-responsive and tumor targeting properties
enhance the accumulation of the multi-purpose NPs (FTY720@AM/T7-
TL NPs) at tumor sites and reduced unnecessary drug leakage through
“on-demand” drug release. In acidic and H2O2-rich tumor microenvi-
ronment, Au–MnO2 NPs within the platform could catalyze tumor-
overexpressed H2O2 to generate O2. This led to a series of chain re-
actions, which alleviated tumor hypoxia, enhanced PDT efficacy, and
released Mn2þ for T1-weighted MRI. The incorporation of a tumor tar-
geting peptide, T7, further provided the nanoplatform an effective way to
accurately diagnose tumors through dual-modal imaging. Both in vitro
and in vivo studies showed that FTY720@AM/T7-TL NPs had good syn-
ergistic anti-tumor effects. The biosafety analysis of the nanoplatform
showed negligible in vivo toxicity to most major organs. Overall, through
the design of this all-in-one platform in the present study, we hope to
bring novel insights to HCC therapy as well as cancer therapy in general.
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